01 - PRESENTATION:
The Extreme Clube Lagares, in co-organization with the Municipalities of Boticas, VN Gaia
and Penafiel, carries out, on the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th of May 2023, the realization of the
18th edition of the Extreme XL de Lagares, under the aegis of the Federation Motorcycling
Portugal.
The race will occur according to the present regulation and by all other final regulations
approved by the competition Jury.

02 - REGISTRATION:
Entries will be made online at www.extremelagares.com using the official entry form. In
case of difficulty in registering, you can send an email to
extremelagares.payments@gmail.com.
The organization takes out Civil Liability Insurance, in the amount of €8,000,000,
complying with the legislation in force for this type of event (cf. articles 12 and 13 of
DL291/2007, of 21 August).
The organization takes out personal accident insurance for riders, with repatriation in the
case of foreigners.
The number of registrations is limited to 250 Participants.
The deadline for entries will be on April 15, 2023.

03 - REGISTRATION AND SERVICES:
Registration fee per rider until April 15 ………………………………………………..…………………………..…… 250€
Registration fee per rider after April 15th until May 1st ……..………………………………..……………. 350€
In case of cancellation of the registration, by the rider, the value will be refunded, minus 50€
for administrative expenses.
From April 20th, registrations will not be refunded.

04 - PAYMENT:
Payment must be made by April 15th inclusive.
After registration at - www.extremelagares.com, - a confirmation email will be sent with all the
necessary data to make the payment. After making the payment, you must send proof of
payment, together with the name/class of the pilot, to extremelagares.payments@gmail.com

05 - DOCUMENTAL AND TECHNICAL CONTROL:
Secretariat, Technical Checks and Parc Fermé - Praça do Município, Boticas
Paddock – Boticas Fair
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06 - CLASSES:
There are 5 classes in competition, the class: PRO, EXPERT, VETERANS, OPEN AND
JUNIORS
In addition to these, there will also be 2 classes for AMATEUR pilots: Hobby and XL
Foreign Hobby pilots without a sport license will be able to participate in the Hobby
Class, with the XL or Amateur subclasses.

- PRO CLASS:
This class will be for a rider and a motorcycle.
Rider must hold a sports license, national or international. The use of FIM ecological
tires is mandatory;
On the 7th of May they travel the route in its entirety.

- EXPERT CLASS:
This class will be for one rider and one bike; 90% of the PRO class route
Rider must hold a sporting license.

VETERANS, OPEN and JUNIOR CLASSES:
Main route with several alternatives.
Rider must hold a sporting license

XL CLASS:
This class will be for teams of two riders and two bikes;
Main route with several alternatives

HOBBY CLASS (individual)
This class will be for one rider and one bike;
Main route with several alternatives.

07 - MOTORCYCLES:
Riders can only participate on Enduro-look bikes.
In case of doubt about the classification of the motorcycle, the decision on whether or not to
participate will be the responsibility of the Race Jury.
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08. - TIRES
Only tires with FIM or DOT or E approval will be allowed.
Trial tires are not allowed on Enduro bikes.

09. PROGRAMA
DATA

HORA

01/12/2022
01/05/2023

PROGRAMA

LOCAL

Registration open
23:59h

02/05/2023

Registration Close
Entry list

04/05/2023

09:00h at 23:00h

Technical and documental check

04/05/2023

12:00h at 24:00h

Parc fermé

- PRAÇA DO MUNICIPIO - BOTICAS

05/05/2023

11:00h

BRIEFING

- PRAÇA DO MUNICIPIO - BOTICAS

05/05/2023

12:00h

Rider Presentation

- PRAÇA DO MUNICIPIO - BOTICAS

05/05/2023

13:00h

First rider start

- PRAÇA DO MUNICIPIO - BOTICAS

05/05/2023

19:00h

Prize ceremony and mandatory briefing

-BOTICAS

06/05/2023

9:00h

Parc ferme VN Gaia

- QUARTEL DA SERRA DO PILAR

06/05/2023

09:00h at 11:00h

ENDUROCROSS:
Timed practice: VETERANS, OPEN, JUNIOR XL and HOBBY

- QUARTEL DA SERRA DO PILAR
- VILA NOVA DE GAIA

06/05/2023

11:00h at 12:00h

- QUARTEL DA SERRA DO PILAR
- VILA NOVA DE GAIA

06/05/2023

12:00h at 13:00h

06/05/2023

15:00h at 19:00h

ENDUROCROSS:
Timed practice:
EXPERT
ENDUROCROSS:
Timed practice:
PRO
-Super Special Stage:
Hobby,XL,Veterans,Junion,Open,Expert and Pro

06/05/2023

20:00h

- ENDUROCROSS FINALS

07/05/2022

09:30h

- BRIEFING

10:00h

- Main RAce Start

17:30h

- Prize ceremony

07/05/2023

- QUARTEL DA SERRA DO PILAR
- VILA NOVA DE GAIA
- CAIS DA RIBEIRA
- VILA NOVA DE GAIA
- QUARTEL DA SERRA DO PILAR
- VILA NOVA DE GAIA

- SERRA DA BONECA - PENAFIEL

10 - PROLOGUE – BOTICAS
May 5th
Departure at 13:00 in front of the Boticas City Hall for about 1.5 km on an urban circuit and 18
km on a natural hard enduro course with a medium degree of difficulty.
They start from minute to minute in reverse order of registration, that is, the highest number
starts in front.
Order of departure by class:
Hobby, XL, Veterans, Juniors, Open, Expert and Pro
19:00 Awards ceremony with dinner offered by the organization.
Mandatory briefing.
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11 – PARC FERMÉ – Quartel Serra do Pilar Gaia
Opening at 09:00

12 - ENDUROCROSS TIMED TRAINING:
From 9:00 am to 11:00 am Hobby, XL, Veterans, Juniors, Open, Expert and Pro
It will be considered the time of the BEST LAP on the enduro cross circuit, to add to the
time of the prologue 1st day in Boticas.
The sum of these 2 times gives the starting order for the Super Special at Cais da Ribeira.
The driver with the highest time starts first.
Riders who go around any obstacle off the track (deliberately) will have a penalty of 1
minute in the time of the best lap.

13- SUPER SPECIAL STAGE:
MAY 06TH
From 3 pm to 7 pm.
Order of departure by class:
Hobby, XL, Veterans, Juniors, Open, Expert and Pro
The driver with the highest time starts first.
All riders must do the Super Especial. Riders/teams that do not make it within the time allotted
for the purpose will keep the time of the last classified plus 1 minute.
The top 10 classifieds in the PRO class make a final with the start all together.
The Super Special Stage time will be added to the Prologue time plus the best Endurocross lap.
The sum of the 3 times will define the starting order for the main race on Sunday (May 07).

13 – ENDURO CROSS FINALS
MAY 06TH
From 20:00 to 23:00
After the Super Special, the top 10 classified in each class will compete in the Endurocross
final for time bonus.
1st place …………………………. 5 minutes
2nd place ………………………… 4 minutes
3rd place …………………………. 3 minutes
4th place …………………………. 2 minutes
5th place ………………………….. 1 minute
6th place ……………………….. 50 seconds
7th place ……………………….. 40 seconds
8th place ……………………….. 30 seconds
9th place ………………………. 20 seconds
10th place …………………….. 10 seconds
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14- BRIEFING
A mandatory briefing will be held AT THE START for all riders at 09:30 am where all matters
related to the race will be clarified.

15 - DEPARTURE:
The start time of the race is at 10:00 am.
The output order will be as follows:
- PRO, EXPERT, VETERANS, JUNIORS AND OPEN, HOBBY AND XL CLASSES.
In the PRO class, the first classified starts at 10:00 am; the second place 1 minute later and
the third place 1 minute after the second place. The remaining riders start in groups of 4
with 1 minute break in groups.

16 - ROUTE:
The track will be approximately 40km.
The entire course will be signposted with marking tape, always on the right side of the
track.

17 - EXTERNAL HELP:
Any type of aid to riders is not allowed, either by the public or by members of their teams.
Only the riders in the race will be able to help each other.

19 - TIME CONTROL:
There will be 3 Time Control (CH) points on the route. Riders/teams, if they do not arrive at
the stipulated time at this CH, will have to return to the paddock by an alternative route,
without walking on the PUBLIC road.
20 - CONTROL CARD:
A Control Card (CC) will be given to each pilot, which must be validated at all Control Posts
(CP) covered. The non-validation of this in a CP will result in the exclusion, for classification
purposes, of this and all the following CP. The CC will be delivered by the team at the end,
and the lack of it may result in the disqualification of the rider/team.

21 - DURATION OF THE RACE:
The race has a maximum duration of 6 hours. Riders/teams that are unable to finish the race
within that time, must return to the paddock by an alternative route, without circulating on
public roads, recording the passage time in the Last CP validated for their classification.
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22 - PREMATURE STOPPAGE:
If for some reason, outside the organization, the race has to be stopped, the classification will
be considered as follows:
Less than half of the CP's traveled – cancellation/cancellation of the race
From half of the CP's covered - classification attributed by the number of CP's covered in the
shortest time.

23 – FINAL CLASSIFICATION:
Classification is carried out by classes. The final results are obtained considering the
number of CP's covered, and then, and in ascending order, by time of completion of the
test.
The Rider/Team that has covered the most CP'S, with the shortest time to complete the
test, and so on, wins.
All results will be available, live/online, in a link to be provided available for free
download.

24 - TESTING JURY:
The Jury will be made up of the President of the Jury (to be appointed by the FIM/FMP), the
Race Director and a representative of the timing team.

25 - AWARDS:
Trophies and monetary prizes will be awarded to the top 3 classified in all classes in
competition.
Trophies will also be awarded to the top 3 classified in each class.
Monetary prizes will only be awarded to Pilots who complete the route in its entirety within 6
hours and with the validation of all CP'S in the CC

26 – PODIUM CEREMONY:
The podium ceremony will be held on May 7th at 5:30 pm, in a place to be designated.

27 - OFICIAIS DE PROVA:
OFICIALS

NAME

RACE DIRECTOR:

PAULO MOREIRA

ASS. RACE DIRECTOR:

FILIPE NEVES

TRACK

PAULO MOREIRA – JORGE ARAÚJO

RACE DOCTOR

Dr DIOGO OLIVEIRA

OTHERS
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JURI MEMBERS

NAME

OTHERS

PRESIDENT

-

– A DESIGNAR PELA FIM/FMP

RACE DIRECTOR

PAULO MOREIRA

TIME KEEPING TEAM

MARIO BANDEIRA

RIDERS REPRESENTETIVE

– A DESIGNAR

MARKETING:

NUNO COELHO

RIDERS LIASON

FILIPE NEVES

RESULTS

CRONO BANDEIRA

ADVERTISING

A2_PUBLICIDADE

Extreme Clube Lagares
Avenida das Portelas 4560-187LagaresPN
extremelagares@gmail.com
www.extremelagares.com
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